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Abstract
This paper presents a control model of the hydroforming and the dual hydroforming process of a
tube. The theoretical part includes calculations to measure the change in tube thickness through the
developed process. The hydroforming and the dual hydroforming processes are simulated in the
SOLIDSIMULATION software and the static and the dynamic simulations are modeled. The
obtained results for the T-shape and the X-shape dies are compared and investigated. Moreover, the
developed software in MATLAB calculates the process parameters. The inputs of the developed
software are the maximum internal pressure and the axial feed that could be adjusted with linear and
non-linear functions. Furthermore, the material of the tube, as well as the tube’s parameters, such as
length, thickness, and radius, must to be given to the software. However, the properties of the tube
could automatically support the CAD model. The software-generated results are the applied stress,
displacement, and the energy through the process. This paper deals with the control strategy model
developed in thesoftware packages. The obtained results are then subsequently compared with those
of several experiments.
Keywords
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1. Introduction
Hydroforming is the most efficient method in regards to manufacturing low weight and cost
effective parts. The most significant part in the aircraft industry is the manufacturing of a tubular
shape; hence, the structure accuracy is a crucial factor [1].
Tube hydroforming (THF) has developed into an indispensable manufacturing technique in recent
years and in particular, THF has become a practical method for manufacturing complex automobile
parts [2]. The tubehydroforming has improved the strength and stiffness of a manufactured parts,
lowered tooling costs, lessened the need for secondary operations, and closed dimensional
tolerances compared to the stamping processes, all of which has led to an overall reduction of
manufacturing costs [3,4]. Success of the tube hydroforming process depends on an appropriate
combination of the loading curve (internal pressure and axial feed at the tube ends), material
properties, and process conditions [5]. One of the key concerns is to control the deformation process
in order to maximize the expansion, so that more complex shapes in various applications can be
generated. Analogously, for a given shape, higher strength, lighter weight, less formable and lower
cost material can be adopted [6]. The most important factor in these manufacturing techniques is to
apply the hydrostatic stress in suitable positions [7]. When deformation occurs, the limiting strain
depends on the measurements of the hydrostatic stress. High level of hydrostatic pressure delays the
expansion of deformation [8, 9].
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The numerical method was presentedin order to anticipate process failure, which could occur
through buckling, wrinkling, and bursting, based on the force balance analysis [10]. All the
mentioned methods of failure directly depend on measurements of the internal pressure and the
axial force [11]. The tensile tests were designed in order to simulate the behaviour of a part with
different materials, by applying different hydrostatic pressures. Large strainswere found in some
cases, as the process reached the final separation. Therefore, the fracture criteria were suggested to
recognize the limited strain depended on hydrostatic stress [12, 13].
The idea of using counter pressure in the process of tube hydroforming began when the successful
effects to enhance the manufacturing capabilities were recognized. Processes, such as sheet
hydroforming, have been extensively studied using the counter pressure, and all have produced final
products with higher quality. Numerical approaches were developed in order to predict the results
of final product by using deep drawing method.It was identified that the path of the pressure
limitation can be identified in order to avoid process failure [14, 15].Hydroforming was simulated
and used to determine bulge shape, as loads were applied on the three central elements [16].
Bulging production is essential to yield a successful process without causing any failuresuch as
bursting, necking, and wrinkling. Exceeding the internal pressure causes thinning, while exceeding
the applied axial force causes wrinkling in the final product [17, 18]. The counter pressure was used
as an important factor in the tube hydroforming in the two mould types, T-shape and Y-shape,
which avoids the internal pressure from the critical value [19, 20].
This paper aims to developa control model for the tube hydroforming process in real time in order
to prevent any kind of failure. The process is simulated in the software to test the initial data for
bothT-shape andX-shape. The developed software in MATLAB software package needs the initial
data such as tube measurements, material properties, maximum axial force and maximum pressure.
The program is able to apply different kinds of the functions into the pressure and the axial force
curves. The developed program in MATLAB is connected to SOLIDWORKS by using a VBA code
in order to receive the measurements data of the tube automatically from the CAD model. The data
of the force and the axial curves could be sent to the CAD model in order to apply a simulation on
the tube. The results of the program are compared with experimental outcomes.
2. Methodology
The aim of this section is to calculate the thinning of the tube through the process as well as
prediction of bulge shape.
2.1 Numerical analysis
In this section the outer and the inner radius of the tube is depicted by b and a respectively. Besides
the initial thickness of the tube wall is shown by . In the following calculations, the change in
length of the tube is identified by x while uncompressed length is identified by , as illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Figure1. The Schematic Model of a Tube Hydroforming System

In the following formula, the hoop strain is ignored in order to simplify the calculation modeling
(
0). Therefore, by initializing and with respect to the boundary conditions, the applied stress
on the surface could be obtained by the following equation [21-23]:
(1)
Where
,
and
are normal axial stress, axial stress and radial stress respectively.
Besides, t is the time that varies the mentioned stress as a function of the time.
Furthermore, Equation 2 could be developed in order to force equilibrium in deformation zone in
radial direction:
(2)
Where, k is the constant friction and m is the demonstrated shear strength.
The applied radial stress on the inner wall is
while is the hydraulic pressure inside the
tube. Therefore, applied axial stress (Z axis) on the inner wall could be calculated from Equation 3.
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The radial stress is calculated from Equation 4.
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The radial stress is utilized to calculate the normal axial stress on outer surface as shown in
Equation 5.
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The radial, normal axial and axial stress could be derived based on the stress diagram on the tube.
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Figure2. The Applied Radial and the Axial Stress Diagram on the Tube
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The effective stress in the deformation region is derived using the VonMisses formulation shown in
Equation 7.
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By using the obtained value, the effective strain could be calculated as:
*
. / 0

(8)
The effective strain could also be calculated using the VonMisses formulation as shown in Equation
9.
1
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The strain in radial direction is identified based on the initial assumptions(
0,
Therefore the thickness of the tube could be determined by using Equation 10.
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2.2 Simulation Study
In this section, the tube hydroforming and the dual hydroforming processes are simulated in the
developed software [24]. The constant axial force and the change in the inner pressure are the
boundary conditions of the following study. The non-linear dynamic simulation is developed for the
processscience the THF process demonstrates highly non-linear behaviour due to the occurrence of
strain hardening and complex geometry as a result of the plastic deformation.
In the following simulations, the applied pressure ranges from 40 MPa to 60 MPa while the axial
force is 48 KN throughout the simulations. The results shown in figures 3 to 6, demonstrate the
applied stress and the deformation of T-shape and X-shape tubeswhile 50 MPa pressure is being
applied inside the tube. Table 1 demonstrates the material and the tube properties.
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Table1. The material properties and dimensions of the Aluminium tubeused for the process
Tube Properties
D
Outer Diameter
13.43 mm
ti
Thickness
1.37 mm
L
Length
107mm
Material properties
E
Youngs Modulus
70 GPa
ρ
Density
2700 56/8!
K
Strength Index
533.13 MPa
n
Strain Hardening
0.2837
υ
Poisson’s Ratio
0.33

Figure3. Applied Stress in the T-Shape Tube Hydroforming, Inner Pressure 50 Mpa

Figure4. Deformation in the T-Shape Tube Hydroforming, Inner Pressure 50 Mpa
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Figure5. Applied Stress in the X-Shape Tube Hydroforming, Inner Pressure 50 Mpa

Figure6. Deformation in the X-Shape Tube Hydroforming, Inner Pressure 50 Mpa

For both produced tubes, the amount of deformation in first instant of the process has a linear
function by increasing the inner pressure,as demonstrated in Figure 7,while increasing axial force
causes different functionsas shown in Figure 8.The following figures comparisons of the static
simulation for T-shape and X-shape while the hydroforming and dual hydroforming applied on the
tube. The pressure range is between 45Mpa to 60 Mpa while the axial force is constant 48 kN in
Figure 7. The axial range is 48 kN to 70 kN while pressure is constant in value of 50 Mpa. The
following graphs are the results of the several simulations which are collected and demonstrated.
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Figure7. Effect of the Pressure Changes Comparison in T-Shape and X-Shape in Hydroforming Process
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Figure8. The Effect of Changes in Axial Force Comparison in T-Shape and X-Shape in the Hydroforming Process

3. Control strategy development
The control strategy is developed in MATLAB software in order to manage the measurement of the
axial force and the inner pressure. The tube properties such as the measurements and the material
are the most important data required to be input in the software. The developed strategy is
demonstrated in Figure 9.
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Figure9. The Control strategy applied to the Software

The developed CAD software is programmed to automatically input the tube material. The applied
pressure and the axial force could be generatedthrough functions while the hydroforming and the
dual hydroforming could be selected in the process simulation section.
The developed program is demonstrated in Figure 10 and the physical model is demonstrated in
Figure 11.

Figure10. The User Interface of the Developed Matlab Program

The high flexibility of the developed program allows a user to examine the process of tube
hydroforming under different conditions.
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Figure11.. The Developed Physical Hydroforming Machine

4. Results and discussion
The obtained results are measured for a particular tube with its length, thickness and outer radios
predefined as 107 mm, 1.37 mm and 13.43 respectively. Furthermore, the inner pressure and the
axial feed are assumed50Mpa
Mpa and 20 mm respectively.
The changee of the thickness in terms of the pressure is depicted in Figure 12.. The test based on the
mentioned conditions is carried out and simulated for tube hydroforming and dual hydroforming.
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Figure12. The Changes of the Thickness through the Process

The thickness of the tube reduced more in the tube hydroforming compared to the dual
hydroforming as shown in Figure 12. The obtained results successfully emulatedthe same outcomes
of the experimentation in the other research.
The amount of the stress applied on the deformation zone is calculated for both types of the
hydroforming process as shown in the Figure 13. The applied stress in dual hydroforming process is
less than the traditional process. Therefore, from the results, it is evident that the dual hydroforming
process is more efficient.

Figure13. The Applied Stress on the Deformation Zone

The amount of energy through the process is demonstrated in the Figure 14. The graph shows the
comparisons of the mentioned type of the process.
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Figure14. Energy Needed for Deformation of the Tube

The obtained results for the change in thickness through the process, utilizing different tube
materials are shown in Figure 15. The purpose of the following result is to study the effect of the
tube martial on the process [25].

Figure15. The Effect of the Tube Material on the Tube Thickness

The same assumptions of experiment have applied for all the simulations, it is concluded that
reduction in thickness is more efficient when using steel. However, due to steel properties, the
amount of the energy needed for the process is much higher than other materials. The obtained data
from the simulation are compared to the data from other resources. The simulation results were in
accordance with the experiment results as shown in Table 2.
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Table2. Comparisons of the Obtained Data of Simulation and Experiment

The results of experiment and simulation are successfully matched. The error existed between the
results of the experiment and simulation is suggested due to value of the friction coefficient which
is neglected in the simulation.
5. Conclusion
This paper aimed to develop software for the hydroforming process of a tube. The developed
program is able to analyze the process of hydroforming and dual hydroforming of the tube. The
initial data of the program is tube sizes and material property. The program is able to automatically
read the data of the tube size directly from the CAD model by using the developed VBA cod. The
results of the pressure and axial force curves are sent to SOLIDWORKS in order to test static
simulation on the tube based on the selected dies. The developed software is able to calculate the
value of thinning of the tube wall through the process. The several static simulations are developed
in order to investigate the effects of axial force and pressureexceeding on the result of displacement.
The obtained results from the software are compared and matched with experimental outcomes.
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